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Abstract: A new series of Schiff base liquid crystal have been prepared and studied. Schiff bases
of p-alkyl aniline derivatives and 4-phenyl pyridine-40 -carbaldehyde were prepared. The terminal
alkyl groups substituting aniline are of varied chain length, namely C8, C12 and C14. The structures
of the compounds were elucidated by 1H NMR and 13C NMR. The mesomorphic thermal and
optical characteristics of the samples were determined via differential thermal analysis (DSC) and
polarization optical microscopy (POM). All compounds exhibit enantiotropic dimorphic mesophase
behaviour, referred to as smectic X1 (SmX1) and smectic X2 (Sm A). Experimental results obtained for
the mesophases were correlated with density functional theory (DFT) theoretical calculations. The
results of the new series are further compared to two series of compounds bearing pyridine (two ring
Schiff bases) and biphenyl, respectively, in their mesogens. The series of compounds of one pyridine
ring are generally not mesomorphic. The results indicate that the alkyl chain length has a strong
impact on the mesomorphic characteristics and thermal stabilities of the different mesophases. As a
trend, the temperature ranges of both of smectic mesophases of all compounds are higher in new
compounds bearing the 4-phenyl pyridine moiety. In addition, the total mesophase range is generally
higher in the new compounds when compared to their biphenyl analogues. Finally, theoretical DFT
calculations were performed to illustrate the experimental finding of the mesomorphic behaviour in
terms of the molecular geometry and aromaticity, π–π stacking and LOL-π.
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1. Introduction
Liquid crystals (LCs) are an attractive class of soft matter with properties that fall
somewhere between liquids and solid crystals [1–3]. They have gained a huge amount
of attention due to their very promising applications in various technological fields such
as organic field effect transistors (OFETs) [4], Pancharatnam-Berry (PB) microlense [5],
liquid crystal elastomers [6], sunlight-driven polymer actuators [7], photovoltaics [8],
biosensors [9–11] and telecommunications [12]. The design and development of new low
cost liquid crystalline materials with a long mesophase temperature range and high thermal
stability will always be a challenge, especially for thermotropic LCs, due to their extensive
and potential applications in various fields. An effective way to develop new low cost
LC material with unique properties is the chemical modification of geometry which has
proven to be one of the finest strategies.
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In particular, in calamitic liquid crystals (rod like), the mesomorphic behaviour
can be significantly altered by even a minor change in the molecular geometry including various connecting units, variation in terminal chains (size and type), the inclusion of heteroatoms/heterocyclic ring and the existence of various laterally substituted
atoms/groups [13]. Consequently, several types and classes of substituents with different polarity have been repeatedly amalgamated into diverse LC structures to alter the
conformational and geometrical preferences, the mesomorphic properties, the transition
temperature and some additional crucial physical properties not just important for designing and developing new low cost LC materials with enhanced properties appropriate for
display technologies, but also for recognizing the structure–property relationship.
Schiff bases represent a substantial class of organic compounds embracing imine
(-C=N-) linkage. Schiff bases are involved in many appealing applications in diverse fields
including catalysis [14], medicine [15], corrosion chemistry [16] and photochromism [17].
They have been extensively studied for their interesting liquid crystalline properties [18–24]
as they provide rigid core structure and enhance mesophase formation by preserving a
linear geometry, higher stability and polarity of imine linkage [25].
Since the discovery of LCs, the compounds possessing heteroatoms (N, O, S) or heterocyclic rings as a part of their molecular structures have been widely studied. Incorporation
of heteroatoms/heterocyclic rings into rod-like LC molecules largely affects the molecular
geometry, mesomorphic characteristics, phase transitions, thermal stability and dielectric
properties as a result of the polarizability of heteroatoms leading to production of advanced
functional materials with fascinating mesomorphic properties. A number of mesogenic
compounds possessing heterocyclic units such as pyridine [26], thiophene [27] and 1,3,4thiadiazole [28], oxadiazole [29] and oxazole [30] in the rigid core in many LCs have been
widely studied.
The rod-like LCs involving pyridine (a simplest six membered heterocyclic aromatic
ring) participating in the core rigid unit exhibited exciting mesomorphic properties that
have been extensively studied for designing new LC molecules [13,31–33]. The place at
which the nitrogen atom is located in the pyridine unit and its position in the core rigid
structure of LC molecules significantly affect the mesomorphic properties of pyridine-based
compounds [34]. This can be rationalized to the expected influence on the dipole moment,
the dielectric nature of the compounds, the dispersion forces and the polarizability of the
molecule [35]. In addition, this affects the molecular staking during mesophase and hence
displays fascinating mesophase behaviour. The terminal heterocyclic ring has a reasonable
impact on the dipole moment. Therefore, the position of the nitrogen atom in the rod-like
LC also influences the mesophase stability [36]. In rod-like LCs containing pyridine in their
rigid core, compounds possessing pyridine may also serve as charge-transfer donors in
binary systems (based on the position of the pyridine ring) [37].
The present work represents a comparative study between three Schiff base LC series
bearing in their mesogens the pyridine [38], biphenyl [39] and 4-phenyl pyridine. The
thermal and mesomorphic behaviour of the new series containing 4-phenyl pyridine will
be studied experimentally by means of differential thermal analysis (DSC) and polarization
optical microscopy (POM). These results will be discussed theoretically in the frame of
density field theory (DFT).
2. Materials and Methods
All chemicals were purchased from TCI Company, Japan. Their purity is higher than
98%. Schiff bases were prepared and recrystallized twice from an ethanol/water mixture
and were confirmed to be thin-layer chromatography (TLC) pure, Scheme 1.
2.1. Synthesis of N-arylidene-4-alkylbenzenamine (3.a–3.h)
Equimolar equivalents of formyl derivative and 4-arylamine (4.1 mmol) were dissolved in ethanol (10 mL) and refluxed for two hours. The mixture was filtered after cooling
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2.1.N-(4-(Pyridin-4-yl)benzylidene)-4-octylbenzenamine
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129.41, 136.99, 140.60, 141.40, 147.47, 149.28, 150.43, 158.49 (CH=N). C32H42N2 Anal.Calc.
for C32 H42 N2 ; C, 84.53; H, 9.31; N, 6.16; found: C, 84.42; H, 9.05; N, 5.86%.
The phase changes in the materials were determined via differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), DSC-60A, Shimadzu, Japan. Specimens of the size 2–3 mg were encapsulated
in aluminum pans and were heated or cooled under a dry nitrogen atmosphere. Measurements were performed at 10.0 ◦ C/min. Samples were heated from room temperature
to 200 ◦ C and cooled back to room temperature at the same heating rate, all under an
inert nitrogen gas atmosphere. The phase transition temperature values were determined
from the endothermic peak minima of enthalpy in the heating curves. The accuracy of
temperature monitoring was better than 1.0 ◦ C.
Transition temperatures for the prepared compounds were checked and phases were
identified by polarized optical microscope (POM, Wild, Germany) attached with Mettler
FP82HT hot stage.
2.2. Computational Method
Gaussian 09 software was used for DFT calculations for the studied compounds [24].
DFT/B3LYP methods using a 6-31G (d,p) basis set was selected for the calculations. The
geometries were optimized by minimizing the energies with respect to all geometrical
parameters without imposing any molecular symmetry constraints. The structures of
the optimized geometries were drawn with Gauss View [25]. Moreover, calculation of
frequencies was carried out by the same level of theory. The frequency calculations showed
that all structures were stationary points in the geometry optimization method with no
imaginary frequencies.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Synthesis and Characterization
In the FT-IR spectra of compounds, the absorption bands at 2955, 2917 and 2848 cm−1
correspond to the aliphatic methyl and methylene groups. The absorption band at
1623 cm−1 corresponds to the imine (CH=N) Schiff base conjugated with an aromatic
ring. Overall, the results of FT-IR analysis revealed that the position of absorption bands
was not affected by the variation of length of the alkoxy chain.
In the 1H NMR of compounds 3.f and 3.g, the terminal –CH3 protons were observed at
δ 0.90 ppm as a triplet, whereas the methylene protons directly attached to the aromatic ring
appeared as a triplet at δ 2.65 ppm. The proton of imine linkage (-CH=N-) was observed at δ
5.88 ppm as a singlet confirming the existence of a Schiff base for the prepared compounds. The
two pyridine protons at ortho position to nitrogen were observed most upfield at δ 8.72 ppm as
a doublet. The rest of the aromatic and aliphatic protons were observed as per the substitution
pattern of compounds. The 13C NMR spectra of compounds 3.f–3.h showed characteristic
signals of carbons. The terminal methyl carbon was observed most downfield at δ 14.16 ppm,
while methylene carbon directly attached to the aromatic ring was observed at δ 35.56 ppm.
The two carbons in vicinity to the pyridine nitrogen were observed at δ 150.43 ppm and the
imine linkage carbon appeared most upfield at δ 158.49s ppm (see Supplementary Materials).
3.2. Mesomorphic Behaviour
Transition temperatures and the corresponding associated enthalpy changes of the
prepared compounds 3.b–3.h were measured by DSC and presented in Table 1. DSC
curves of heating/cooling cycles for the new compounds 3.f, 3.g and 3.h are presented
in Figure 1. All the newly and previously reported prepared biphenyl [39] and 4-phenyl
pyridine compounds displayed dimorphic enantiotropic mesomorphic properties, whereby
the corresponding endotherms were regarded as follows according to the increase in
temperature: Crystalline to smectic X1 (Cryst.-SmX1), SmX1 to smectic A (SmX1-SmA) and
SmA-isotropic (SmA-I) transitions. The SmX1 and SmA mesophases were identified by the
presence of the standard Schlieren and focal-conic fan textures.

Table 2. Variation of mesophase temperature ranges of the different observed textures for the mesomorphic compounds
bearing the biphenyl group rather than 4-phenyl pyridine ends in their mesogens. SmX1 and SmA were identified by the
authors in reference number 40 for samples 3.c, 3.d and 3.e as SmX1 and SmA, respectively.
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SmX1 Range (°C)
SmA Range (°C)
Total Range(°C)
Biphenyl 4-Phenylpyridine Biphenyl 4-Phenylpyridine Biphenyl 4-phenylpyridine
C8
34.9
8.1
2.2
32.0
39.4
40.1
Table 1. Phase transitions: Temperatures (T, ◦ C), enthalpies (∆H, kJ/mol) and mesomorphic range (∆T) for the prepared
C12
16.1
20.2
7.1
24.1
23.2
44.3
compounds 3.b–3.h. SmX1 was identified by the authors in [40] as SmB for samples 3.c, 3.d and 3.e.
C14
7.9
12.2
7.7
7.9
15.6
20.1
Alkyl Chain Length

Compound
3.b [40]

◦C
TCr-I

kJ/mol
∆HCr-I

63.4

11.54

3.c [39]
3.d [39]
3.e [39]
3.f
3.g
3.h

◦C
TCr-SmX1

◦

◦

◦

(Sample 3.g)

(Sample 3.f)

Exo

Cooling

Exo

isotropic

SmA

Cooling

Heat flow (J/g)

Heat flow (J/g)

◦

kJ/mol
C
kJ/mol
C
kJ/mol
C C8 compound
kJ/mol
C
kJ/mol
With
the exception
of the
SmX1 temperature
range of the
belonging
to
∆HCr-SmX1 TSmX1-SmA ∆HSm A-SmX1 TSmA-I
∆HSm A-I
TSmA-N
∆HSmA-N
TN-I
∆HN-I
the “biphenyl” series, the temperature ranges of both the SmX1 and SmA mesophases of
all compounds are higher in compounds 3.f–3.h bearing the 4-phenyl pyridine moiety. In
95.1
28.09
3.03
1.77
134.5
addition,
the total130.0
mesophase
range is generally higher in132.2
the 3.f–3.h
compounds
com-0.46
105.4
53.10
121.5
5.09
128.6
5.68
pared to their biphenyl analogues. The broadening in the mesomorphic temperature
109.0
116.9
3.78 can be
124.6
3.71 to the increased pi–pi stacking as a
range in46.62
the compounds
3.f–3.h
rationalized
93.9result from
26.78 the extra
102.0 contribution
4.16
134.0N atom3.62
of the
of the pyridine ring to the total conjugated electrons
along
This
105.8
38.23
126.0 the mesogen.
3.07
150.1elevation
6.95in pi–pi stacking can explain the promoted SmX1
and122.1
SmA mesomorphic
order rather
109.9
40.62
4.05
130.0
6.52 than the nematic one even for the
sample bearing the shortest alkyl chain length (3.f).

Crystalline
SmX1

SmA
Crystalline
SmX1

Heating

Heating

Endo

isotropic

Endo

50

100

150

200

50

100

Temperature (oC)

Temperature

(a)

150

200

(oC)

(b)
(Sample 3.h)

Heat flow (J/g)

Exo
Cooling

isotropic

Crystalline

SmA
SmX1

Heating

Endo

50

100

150

200

Temperature (oC)

(c)
Figure 1. DSC thermograms of compounds 3.f (a), 3.g (b) and 3.h (c) during first heating and cooling cycles (10 ◦ C min−1 ).

The mesophases of new compounds were recognised by observing their textures
through POM (Figure 2). Observation of mesomorphic behaviour of the new compounds
bearing the 4-phenylpyridyl mesogens (3.f and 3.g)) under the POM revealed enantiotropic
dimorphic mesomorphism. Upon heating from crystalline phase to isotropic liquid and
again cooling it from its isotropic liquid phase to crystalline phase, all new compounds
exhibited the occurrence of two mesophases. The determined ∆H values associated with
the two mesophase transitions above the crystalline mesomorphic transition in all samples
lie in the range of from 3.07 to 6.95 kJ/mol, assuming the existence of smectic rather than
nematic mesophases and this was confirmed by the polarized optical microscopy results,
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see Figure 2. In addition, these smectic mesophases were identified via POM by displaying
Schlieren and focal-conic fan textures. Unfortunately, we were not
7 ofable
15 to
identify the exact type of the first appearing mesophase by means of POM. Therefore,
the two smectic mesophases are distinguished as SmX1 and SmA through all this work,
according
to their
Figure 1. DSC thermograms
of compounds
3.f appearance
(a), 3.g (b) andupon
3.h (c)heating.
during first heating and cooling cycles (10 °C min−1).
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mesomorphic order rather than the nematic one even for the sample bearing the shortest
alkyl chain length (3.f).
Table 2. Variation of mesophase temperature ranges of the different observed textures for the mesomorphic compounds
bearing the biphenyl group rather than 4-phenyl pyridine ends in their mesogens. SmX1 and SmA were identified by the
authors in [40] for samples 3.c, 3.d and 3.e as SmX1 and SmA, respectively.
SmX1 Range (◦ C)

SmA Range (◦ C)

Total Range (◦ C)

Alkyl Chain
Length

Biphenyl

4Phenylpyridine

Biphenyl

4Phenylpyridine

Biphenyl

4phenylpyridine

C8

34.9

8.1

2.2

32.0

39.4

40.1

C12

16.1

20.2

7.1

24.1

23.2

44.3

C14

7.9

12.2

7.7

7.9

15.6

20.1

3.3. DFT Calculations
The theoretical DFT calculations were performed in gas phase by Gaussian 9, with
the DFT/B3LYP method. Since there was an absence of the imaginary frequency of all
optimized structures, they were approved to be stable. The results of the theoretical calculations were the prepared compounds 3.a–3.h. The results revealed non-planar geometry
for all compounds investigated. The phenyl rings were not co-planar and the twist angle of
the CH=N was dependent on the degree of conjugation and the arylidene part. Moreover,
the biphenyl ring and its pyridyl derivative were very different and this angle deviating
from co-planarity was affected by the presence of a heteroatom. The twist angle (θ) of the
CH=N varied between 7.0 and 9.4◦ . The least twist angle was for the pyridyl derivative 3.b
(θ) = 7.0◦ while its phenyl derivative 3.a showed 3.b (θ) = 8.8◦ , this little difference between
them could be illustrated in terms of the aromaticity. The pyridine is known to be less
aromatic than its phenyl analogue. A more aromatic phenyl enforces the planarity of the
compounds. Similarly, concerning the biphenyl derivative 3.e and its pyridine analogue
3.h, the biphenyl showed a twist angle (θ) = 10.0◦ , while is pyridine derivative showed
(θ) = 13.2◦ . This result could be explained in the terms of better conjugation of the π-cloud
of the aromatic rings with the imino group, and consequently a high conjugation led to
more enforcement of the conjugated system to make it more planar [41]. While these
theoretical molecular geometries may provide a reasonable prediction of the preferred
molecular structure in the gas phase, the presence of these compounds in liquid crystalline
matter condensed phases which exhibited a different lowest energy and more elongated
species were to be preferred [42]. Furthermore, the length of the flexible terminal groups
had a broad impact on the mesomorphic manner, either the stability or the structure of
the enhanced phase of liquid crystals, and this is often explained in terms of molecular
shape [43] (Figure 4).
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co-planarity in the case of the pyridyl derivative with respect to its phenyl, which resulted in extra conjugation of the aromatic rings and a decrease in the FMO energy gap.
Table 3. FMO Energies e.V. and their values for the prepared compounds 3.a, 3.b, 3.e and 3.h.

Table 3.
FMO Energies e.V. and their
values for the prepared
compounds 3.a, 3.b, 3.e ∆E
and 3.h.
Compounds
HOMO
LUMO
3.a
Compounds
3.b 3.a
3.e 3.b
3.e
3.h
3.h

−5.92 HOMO

−1.75
LUMO

4.18
ΔE

−6.22 −5.92

−2.18−1.75

4.18
4.05

−5.81 −6.22
−5.81
−6.01
−6.01

−1.92−2.18
−1.92
−2.14
−2.14

4.05
3.89
3.89
3.87

3.87

3.5. Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP)
The charge distribution map for the prepared compounds 3.a, 3.b, 3.e and 3.h was calculated using the same method on the same basis sets according to molecular electrostatic potential
(MEP) as presented in Figure 6. In addition, the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) is a
crucial property for studying the electron density distribution over molecules [44–46]. Furthermore, MEP is one of the most effective methods for determining whether or not a substance has
intermolecular and/or intramolecular interactions. Except for the phenyl derivatives 3.a and
3.e, the presence of the polar N-atom and the linking CH=N group of the studied compounds
had an impact on the localization of the iso-electronic density of the electron rich and electron
deficient areas, whereas the CH=N group of the Schiff base part shows the most electron
deficient site, while the terminal alkoxy chain is the most electron rich part. The predicted
charge distribution maps could be a tool for illustration of the mesophase formation enhanced
by the liquid crystals.
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calculated using the same method on the same basis sets according to molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) as presented in Figure 6. In addition, the molecular electrostatic
potential (MEP) is a crucial property for studying the electron density distribution over
molecules. [44–46]. Furthermore, MEP is one of the most effective methods for determining whether or not a substance has intermolecular and/or intramolecular interactions.
Except for the phenyl derivatives 3.a and 3.e, the presence of the polar N-atom and the
linking CH=N group of the studied compounds had an impact on the localization of the
iso-electronic density of the electron rich and electron deficient areas, whereas the CH=N
group of the Schiff base part shows the most electron deficient site, while the terminal
alkoxy chain is the most electron rich part. The predicted charge distribution maps could
be a tool for illustration of the mesophase formation enhanced by the liquid crystals.
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3.6. Aromaticity, π–π Stacking and LOL-π
Based on optimized geometries of compounds 3.a, 3.b, 3.e and 3.h, the Multiwfn
3.8 code [47] was employed to investigate delocalization, aromaticity and π–π stacking
strengths of all phenyl and pyridine rings. Aromaticity and cyclic delocalization were
evaluated using the normalized multicenter bond order (MCBO) index, [48] where a larger
MCBO value resembles stronger aromatic ring. The π–π stacking strength can be estimated
by means of the localized orbital locator integrated π over plane (LOLIPOP) index [49]
namely the lesser the LOLIPOP index of a ring, the stronger its π-stacking ability. Moreover,
the isosurface of localized orbital locator purely contributed by π-orbitals (LOL-π) [50]
was calculated using the Multiwfn code and visualized using the VMD code [51]. The
isosurface maps of LOL-π of the studied compounds, as well as calculated LOLIPOP values
and electrostatic
normalizedpotentials
MCBO results
arethe
displayed
Figure 1. 3.a,
The3.b,
calculated
total number of π
Figure 6. Molecular
(MEP) for
preparedin
compounds
3.e and 3.h.
orbitals for compounds 3.a, 3.b, 3.e and 3.h are 6, 7, 9 and 10 orbitals, respectively. It can be
seen from the occurrence regions and shapes of the LOL-π isosurfaces that C-substitution of
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imine with pyridine in compound 3.b extends conjugation along the N7=C8 bond, besides
slightly extending π-conjugation to the first C in the long alkyl chain. Bond length of
N7=C8 was found to increase in the order: 3.b (1.275 Å) < 3.a = 3.e (1.276 Å) < 3.h (1.277 Å),
which is in line with the wide range delocalization nature of the localized π-orbitals map
of 3.b. Additionally, strong delocalization of π-electrons can be observed in biphenyl and
phenylpyridine moieties. It can also be noticed that all rings have a comparable six-center
aromatic conjugation. Quantitative valuation of aromaticity, using normalized MCBO
aromaticity index, shows that all inner phenyl rings have the same aromaticity (0.636).
Similarly, central phenyl rings of 3.e and 3.h have identical aromaticity (0.631). One can
also conclude that pyridine and benzene terminal rings of 3.a and 3.b, respectively, exhibit
a similar degree of cyclic delocalization. From the difference in MCBO values of different
rings, terminal benzene and pyridine rings of 3.e and 3.h compounds have the strongest
aromatic character. When compared to free benzene (3.a), central benzene rings of 3.e
and 3.f suffer a slight but significant reduction of aromaticity. Overall, the most aromatic
rings are the terminal ones. According to relative values of the LOLIPOP index, a stronger
π-stacking ability is most expected for terminal pyridine rings of 3.b and 3.f compounds,
while inner phenyl rings of 3.a, 3.e and 3.h are predicted to have the weakest stacking
interaction ability. Considering the average LOLIPOP taken over rings located at the
molecular periphery, π-stacking strength of studied compounds is predicted to show the
trend: 3.b (6.321) > 3.e = 3.h (7.028) > 3.a (7.202). The results of the aromaticity, π–π stacking
Crystals 2021, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
12 of 15
and LOL-π could be a good illustration of the mesomorphic behaviour of the investigated
compounds, Figure 7.

Figure 7. Isosurface maps of LOL-π (Isovalue = 0.3) with labeling for the LOLIPOP index and normalized MCBO aromaticity
Figure
index. 7. Isosurface maps of LOL-π (Isovalue = 0.3) with labeling for the LOLIPOP index and normalized MCBO aromaticity index.
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for these
mesophases were correlated with the DFT theoretical calculations. The results of the new
series were then compared to two series of compounds bearing pyridine and biphenyl in
their mesogens, respectively. Compounds of one pyridine ring (two aromatic ring Schiff
bases) are generally not mesomorphic. The results indicate that the alkyl chain length has
significant impact on the mesomorphic characteristics and thermal stabilities of the dif-
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two series of compounds bearing pyridine and biphenyl in their mesogens, respectively.
Compounds of one pyridine ring (two aromatic ring Schiff bases) are generally not mesomorphic. The results indicate that the alkyl chain length has significant impact on the
mesomorphic characteristics and thermal stabilities of the different mesophases as well. As
a trend, the temperature ranges of both the SmX1 and SmA mesophases of all compounds
are higher in new compounds bearing the 4-phenyl pyridine moiety. In addition, the overall mesophase range is generally broader in the new compounds when compared to their
biphenyl analogues. The increased broadening in the mesomorphic temperature range in
the compounds including 4-phenyl pyridine can be explained by an increment in the π–π
stacking that emerged by the additional share of the pyridine N atom to the conjugation
along the mesogens. This promoted π–π stacking can be interpreted as the preference of
smectic mesophase formation rather than the nematic order even for the sample terminated
with the shortest alkyl chain length. Finally, the DFT results were carried out to show the
non-coplanar geometry for all investigated compounds. The twist angle of the CH=N
is found to be dependent on the degree of conjugation and the contributed arylidene
part. Moreover, the predicted charge distribution maps could be used as a tool to explain
the mesophase preference of the liquid crystals. The results of the estimated aromaticity,
π–π stacking and LOL-π were considered to explain the mesomorphic behaviour of the
investigated compounds.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/cryst11080978/s1, Figure S1: 1 H NMR of compound 3.d, Figure S2: 13 C NMR of compound
3.d, Figure S3: 1 H NMR of compound 3.e, Figure S4: 13 C NMR of compound 3.e, Figure S5: 1 H NMR
of compound 3.f, Figure S6: 13 C NMR of compound 3.f.
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